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Abstract9

Short waves are of key importance for nearshore dynamics, particularly under storms, where they con-10

tribute to extreme water levels and drive large morphological changes. Therefore, it is crucial to model accu-11

rately the propagation and dissipation of storm waves in the nearshore area. In this paper, field observations12

collected in contrasted environments and conditions are combined with predictions from a third-generation13

spectral wave model to evaluate four formulations of wave energy dissipation by depth-induced breaking.14

The results reveal a substantial over-dissipation of incident wave energy occurring over the continental shelf,15

resulting in a negative bias on significant wave height reaching up to 50%. To overcome this problem, a16

breaking coefficient dependent of the local bottom slope is introduced within depth-induced breaking models17

in order to account for the varying degrees of saturation naturally found in breaking and broken waves. This18

approach strongly reduces the negative bias observed in the shoreface compared to default parameteriza-19

tions, yielding significant improvements in the prediction of storm waves. Among the implications of this20

study, our new parameterization of the breaking coefficient results in systematically increased predictions of21

the wave setup near the shoreline compared to the default parameterization. This increase reaches a factor22

2 for gently sloping beaches.23

1 Introduction24

As storm waves contribute to extreme water levels (Dodet et al., 2019) and drive large morphological changes25

(Wright and Short, 1984; Coco et al., 2014; Castelle et al., 2015), they are of paramount importance for coastal26

hazards. In a context of sea-level rise associated with climate change and a continuous increase of coastal27

populations (Neumann et al., 2015), it is essential to model accurately the propagation, transformation and28

dissipation of wind-generated surface gravity waves (hereafter short waves) in the nearshore area, in particular29

during storms.30

Regional applications of fully-coupled ocean circulation and spectral wave numerical models have become31

widespread for all types of applications, ranging from operational predictions to engineering or research purposes32

(e.g. Bidlot et al., 2002; Boudière et al., 2013; Guérin et al., 2018). However, the ability of these models to33

accurately simulate wave-induced hydrodynamics during storms in the nearshore area remains uncertain, which34

is partly explained by the scarcity of field observations required to verify numerical models, especially in the35

surf zone. In deep water, the parameterizations of the physical processes contributing to wave generation by the36

wind and its subsequent propagation and transformation have benefited from decades of theoretical and practi-37

cal developments (e.g. Hasselmann, 1962; Hasselmann and Hasselmann, 1985; The Wamdi Group, 1988; Cavaleri38

et al., 2007; Ardhuin et al., 2010, and many others). In the nearshore area, dominant processes such as the39
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adiabatic triad interactions and the dissipation due to depth-induced wave breaking remain heavily parameter-40

ized in such models, to the point that the current solutions are sometimes referred to as ”engineering solutions”41

(e.g., see Cavaleri et al., 2007, for a relatively recent review on spectral wave models and the parameterization of42

the different physical processes involved). Alternatively, modelling chains that combine phase-averaged model43

forcing local phase-resolving models over a specific area (e.g., see Postacchini et al., 2019) permit to describe44

the key processes associated with wave transformation in the nearshore while requiring little parameterizations.45

However, such application remains possible only locally as it is quite computationally expensive, which prohibits46

this approach for operational applications at the regional scale.47

Close to shore, short waves undergo complex transformations and dissipate their energy mostly through48

depth-induced breaking. In the absence of universal consensus on the criteria for wave breaking and on the49

spectral distribution of energy dissipation, it is more convenient to model the macroscale effects in terms of the50

averaged loss of energy. Several formulations have been proposed in the literature to compute the average energy51

dissipation rate in a Rayleigh-distributed wave field, based on the cross-shore conservation of the bulk wave52

energy flux. Many of these formulations have subsequently been adapted to compute a corresponding source53

term for spectral modelling purposes. The underlying approach of depth-induced breaking models follows the54

seminal work of Le Mehauté (1962), in which the dissipation rate of a breaking (or broken) wave (hereafter55

referred to as a breaker) is approximated by that of a hydraulic jump of equivalent height (bore-based model).56

The average energy dissipation rate is obtained by applying the dissipation rate of a breaker to the fraction of57

breaking (or broken) waves in the original wave field. Therefore, the average energy dissipation rate is controlled58

by the computation of the fraction of breaking waves (hereinafter Qb) and a breaking coefficient, which is related59

to the degree of saturation of the breaker and hence controls its energy dissipation rate. Mostly, the different60

models differ in the formulation of Qb and numerous studies further aimed at improving the parameterization61

of Qb through ad hoc scalings with the local bed slope and/or local wave characteristics (e.g., see Salmon et al.,62

2015). However, the performance of these scalings remain uncertain at other sites (especially under storm waves)63

and admittedly lack physical grounds. In contrast, the breaking coefficient has received much less attention in64

such modelling approach; it is generally kept constant in both time and space, and is seen as a calibration factor.65

In contrast with these class of depth-induced breaking models, it is worth noting that an alternative approach66

was proposed by Filipot and Ardhuin (2012). These authors introduced a unified formulation for wave breaking67

from deep ocean up to the inner surf zone in which a dissipation term is computed for each wave scale based68

on the decomposition of the frequency spectrum introduced by Filipot et al. (2010). Although this formulation69

brought interesting insights and showed comparable predictive skills to those specific to deep or shallow water70

environments, it remains scarcely used especially in studies related to coastal applications.71

This study provides a critical and objective assessment of four specialized depth-induced breaking models,72

which rely on state-of-the-art formulations of the fraction of breaking waves. These models are implemented73

within the spectral model WWM-III (Roland et al., 2012) fully coupled with a 2DH configuration of the74

circulation model SCHISM (Zhang et al., 2016). The model performances are assessed at two contrasting sites75

under high-energy conditions. The results with the default parameterizations show a systematic over-dissipation76

of the incident wave energy over the inner continental shelf, especially in high-energy conditions. In order to77

address the inherent limitations of the default parameterizations of these models, which typically consider78

breakers as fully saturated bores, a new parameterization of the breaking coefficient is introduced based on Le79

Méhauté’s original work (Le Mehauté, 1962).80

The manuscript is organised as follows. The theoretical background on depth-induced breaking modelling81

in parametric models and its application to phase-averaged models is reviewed in Section 2. The two study82

cases and the model implementation are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the different depth-induced83

breaking formulations with their default parameterizations are firstly tested, highlighting their poor predictive84

skills under high-energy conditions. Then, the performances of the adaptive parameterization of the breaking85

coefficient within the four models are assessed at the two sites considered here. The results of this study and86

their implications are discussed in Section 5 before the concluding remarks are provided in Section 6.87
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2 Theoretical background88

2.1 Energy dissipation rate of a broken wave89

The analogy between turbulent bores (hydraulic jumps) and individual breakers is often used to compute the90

associated energy dissipation rate per unit span (D∗) (e.g., see Lubin and Chanson, 2017, for a recent review91

on these non-linear processes and their similitude). The expression for the energy dissipation rate per unit span92

by a bore D∗bore is given by Stoker (1957):93

D∗bore = ρgQ
(h0 − h1)3

4h1h0
=
ρg

4

√
g(h0 + h1)

2h1h0
(h0 − h1)3 (1)

where ρ is the water density, g is the gravitational acceleration, Q is the discharge (in m2/s) and h0, h1 are the94

local water heights upstream and downstream of the discontinuity respectively. Le Mehauté (1962) formulated95

an analogous expression for breakers (denoted with the subscript wb) by using the discharge given by solitary96

wave theory. This author further introduced a breaking coefficient, here denoted by δLM , which is closely related97

to the fraction of the (active) breaking region over the whole wave face in order to express the energy dissipation98

rate by a breaker of height H (D∗LM ):99

D∗LM = δLMD
∗
wb (2)

δLM = 1 corresponds to a saturated breaker, where the active, breaking region extends over the whole wave100

face, while δLM = 0 corresponds to situations without breaking (Le Mehauté, 1962).101

As h0 and h1 are a priori not known in statistical or phase-averaged numerical models, it is convenient to102

use the following approximations, introduced by Battjes and Janssen (1978):103  h0 − h1 ∼ H√
g (h1+h0)

2h1h0
∼
√

g
h

(3)

where h is the mean water depth. When replaced in Eq. 1, these approximations allow to estimate the energy104

dissipation rate per unit span by a breaker of height H as105

D∗BJ78 ∼
1

4
ρgH3

√
g

h
=
α

4
ρgH3

√
g

h
(4)

where α is a tuning coefficient of the order of 1 (Battjes and Janssen, 1978). In order to account for the106

differences in various breaker types and variability in the breaking regime (saturated/non-saturated), Thornton107

and Guza (1983) proposed the following alternative expression:108

D∗TG83 =
1

4
ρg(BH)3

√
g

h
(5)

Considering the above formulations and approximations used, it is clear that both α and B (hereafter referred109

to as breaking coefficient) are related to the degree of saturation of the breaker. On the basis of this assessment110

and considering Le Méhauté’s analytical developments, the following expression is introduced as an alternative111

to Eq. 4 and 5 (see Appendix A for the derivation):112

D∗new =
B′

4
ρgH3

√
g

h
with B′ = 40 tanβ (6)

where tanβ is the local bottom slope. This new formulation incorporates the effect of the bottom slope on113

the local rate of energy dissipation in a breaker. An illustrative evidence of such dependency can be found in114

Martins et al. (2018) who performed high resolution measurements of broken waves propagating in the inner surf115

zone with a lidar scanner (see their Fig. 3). Extracting the breaker properties (height, roller angle and length),116
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one can notice that beach slope variations yield changes in roller geometrical properties, which subsequently117

control the rate at which the energy is dissipated. Furthermore, this parameterization is consistent with the118

bottom slope dependency of the parameter α discussed by Hamm (1995). Although B′ can theoretically grow119

to infinite, it is physically bound to [0; 1], which means that the breaker saturation is reached over slopes equal120

to or steeper than 1:40.121

2.2 Total energy dissipation rate of random breaking waves122

The original approach to model the transformation of random waves in the nearshore typically assumes the wave123

field to be Rayleigh-distributed and narrow-banded in both frequency and direction. As only bulk parameters124

are simulated, the representative period remains constant over space with this approach. On sandy shores, the125

cross-shore evolution of the wave energy flux is principally controlled by the depth-induced breaking intensity,126

given by the local mean (period-averaged) rate of energy dissipation per unit area of breaking (or broken) waves127

Dbr. This term is computed by dividing the energy dissipation rate per unit span by a breaker (e.g., Eq. 4, 5128

or 6) by a representative shallow water wave length λ =
√
gh/f (where f is a representative frequency of the129

energy spectrum) applied to the fraction of breaking and broken waves of the original wave field.130

2.2.1 Battjes and Janssen (1978) model (BJ78)131

Battjes and Janssen (1978) assumed that the height of all breakers equals a local maximum possible wave height132

Hm estimated by means of a parameterized Miche type criterion:133

Hm =
0.88

k
tanh

(
γkh

0.88

)
(7)

where k is the wavenumber and γ is the breaking index, an adjustable coefficient to allow for effects of bottom134

slope compared to the theoretical value of 0.88 given by the Miche criterion derived for a flat bottom (Miche,135

1944). In shallow water (kh� 1), Eq. 7 reduces to:136

Hm = γh (8)

As a result, the Rayleigh’s probability density function of wave heights is clipped at H = Hm with a delta func-137

tion. According to their analytical developments, the fraction of breaking waves Qb is consequently computed138

by means of:139

1−Qb
− ln(Qb)

=

(
Hrms

Hm

)2

(9)

where Hrms is the root mean square wave height. Assuming Hm/h = O(1) where the dissipation occurs, the140

local mean rate of energy dissipation per unit area finally reads:141

Dbr,BJ78 =
α

4
ρgfmeanQbH

2
m (10)

where fmean is a mean frequency which is typically computed from the Tm0,1 wave period (defined as m0/m1,142

see Eq. 23 in Section 3.1.3).143

Battjes and Stive (1985) performed an extensive calibration and verification of this model using a variety144

of experimental and field observations. Although the original model was developed using a mean frequency, it145

should be pointed out that these authors used the peak frequency fp instead of fmean in Eq. 10. With the146

calibration coefficient α kept at 1, the values for the breaking index γ ranged from 0.60 to 0.83 with an average147

of 0.73 (in the original paper, Battjes and Janssen, 1978, used γ = 0.8 and α = 1). From these results, Battjes148

and Stive (1985) found a relation between γ and the offshore wave steepness so, which was later adjusted by149

Nairn (1990):150

γ = 0.39 + 0.56 tanh(33so) with so =
Hrms,o

λo
= Hrms,o

2πf2p
g

(11)
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2.2.2 Thornton and Guza 1983 model (TG83)151

Based on their field observations, Thornton and Guza (1983) suggested that the wave field was also Rayleigh-152

distributed in the surf zone. These authors expressed the distribution of breaking wave heights pb(H) as a153

weighting of the Rayleigh probability density function for all wave heights P (H) by means of a function W (H),154

such that:155

Qb =

∫ ∞
0

pb(H)dH =

∫ ∞
0

W (H)P (H)dH (12)

The total energy dissipation is obtained by integrating the energy dissipation for a single broken wave of height156

H (Eq. 5) multiplied by pb(H) (Thornton and Guza, 1983). This reads:157

Dbr,TG83 =

∫ ∞
0

fp√
gh
D∗TG83W (H)P (H)dH =

B3

4
ρg
fp
h

∫ ∞
0

H3W (H)P (H)dH (13)

Two expressions for the weight function were proposed in terms of the ratio Hrms/h to fit the observed158

fraction of breaking waves from a field campaign conducted at Soldiers Beach, California (Thornton and Guza,159

1983). This follows Thornton and Guza (1982) who showed the depth-limited character of inner surf zone waves160

and found a linear relationship between Hrms and h. For brevity, the single expression introduced by Battjes161

and Janssen (2009) is used:162

W i
TG83(H) =

[
1− exp

(
−
(

H

γTGh

)2
)]i(

Hrms

γTGh

)ni

(14)

For i = 0, W 0
TG83 is independent of the wave height, whereas, for i = 1 the distribution of broken waves is skewed163

towards the largest waves (i.e., they are more likely to break). The coefficient γTG is set to 0.42 according to164

Thornton and Guza (1982) whereas, depending on the weight function used, the most accurate description of165

the distribution of breaking waves was obtained using n0 = 4 or n1 = 2. Substituting Eq. 14 for i ∈ [[0, 1]] in166

Eq. 13 yields:167

Di
br,TG83 =

3
√
π

16
B3fpρg

H3
rms

h

1−

(
1 +

(
Hrms

γTGh

)2
)−5/2i(Hrms

γTGh

)ni

(15)

The model has only one adjustable parameter B (introduced in Eq. 5), whose optimal values ranged from 0.8168

to 1.7 depending on the dataset (whether field or lab-based observations) and the weight function (Thornton169

and Guza, 1983). Considering that the coefficient is used at power 3, it is worth noting that the resulting value170

for Dbr,TG83 can vary by up to a factor 10.171

2.2.3 Baldock et al. 1998 model (B98)172

The model originally proposed by Baldock et al. (1998) borrows from BJ78 and TG83 models. It uses a Heavyside173

step function shifted in Hm to weigh the Rayleigh’s probability density function. Janssen and Battjes (2007)174

reported an inconsistency in the original analytical developments and proposed a corrected expression for the175

local mean rate of energy dissipation per unit area which reads:176

Dbr,B98 =
3
√
π

16
αfpρg

H3
rms

h

[
1 +

4

3
√
π

(
R3 +

3R

2

)
exp(−R2)− erf(R)

]
(16)

where R = Hm/Hrms, erf is the error function and Hm is computed according to Eq. 8. The formulation based177

on the offshore wave steepness (Eq. 11) was used in both papers to compute γ.178
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2.3 Recent developments on the parameterization of Qb179

2.3.1 Alternative parameterizations of the breaking index180

A dependency of the breaking index to the local non-dimensional depth was investigated by Ruessink et al.181

(2003), who introduced a parameterization of γ which linearly increases with the local non-dimensional depth182

based on the peak period kph:183

γ = 0.76kph+ 0.29 (17)

This parameterization is based on the calibration through an inverse modelling approach of a 1D cross-shore184

bulk wave model in which depth-induced breaking is modelled according to Baldock’s original formulation185

(Baldock et al., 1998). This parameterization of the breaking index has been implemented within spectral models186

yielding a substantial improvement in model results (van der Westhuysen, 2010). More recently, alternative187

parameterizations of the breaking index with both local bottom slope and non-dimensional depth were proposed188

(Salmon et al., 2015; Lin and Sheng, 2017) with a calibration performed with spectral models against extensive189

datasets. These parameterizations follow earlier experimental studies in which the dependency of the wave190

height over depth ratio in the inner surf zone to these two parameters was already pointed out (Raubenheimer191

et al., 1996; Sénéchal et al., 2001).192

2.3.2 Westhuysen 2010 model (W10)193

van der Westhuysen (2010) further investigated breaker index parameterization based on wavefield nonlinearity194

and introduced an alternative parameterization of Qb which relies on the biphase βi, a third-order quantity195

that informs on the phase coupling between triads and is thus related to the wave skewness and asymmetry196

(e.g., see Hasselmann et al., 1963; Elgar and Guza, 1985). As spectral wave models do not represent quantities197

at this order, βi is generally approximated from a linear estimate of the Ursell number Ur (Eldeberky, 1997;198

Doering and Bowen, 1995). Following the approach of Thornton and Guza (1983), the following expression for199

the weight function W was proposed:200

WW10(H) =

(
βi

βi, ref

)n
with βi = −π

2
+
π

2
tanh

(
δ

Ur

)
(18)

where δ = 0.2 according to Eldeberky (1997) and Ur is computed with its bulk formulation:201

Ur =
g

8
√

2π2

Hm0T
2
m0,1

h2
(19)

By construction, when βi = 0 (i.e. waves are symmetric along the vertical axis) the percent of broken waves202

equals zero, when βi tend to −π2 , waves become more asymmetric (i.e. pitched forward, e.g. see Elgar and203

Guza, 1985) and the percent of broken waves increases. However, as all waves tend to break before the limit204

is reached, a scaled limit βi, ref was introduced in the expression of the weighting function. In the study by205

van der Westhuysen (2010), the coefficients βi, ref and n were respectively set to −4π/9 and 2.5 in order to fit206

the observed fraction of breakers in the lab experiment of Boers (1996). Using Eq. 5, the local mean rate of207

energy dissipation per unit area is finally given by:208

Dbr,W10 =
3
√
π

16
B3ρg

fmean
h

(
βi

βi, ref

)n
H3
rms (20)

where fmean is the mean frequency computed from the Tm0,1 wave period. As for the TG83 model, B is the209

only adjustable parameters. According to van der Westhuysen (2010), it resulted from calibrations that the210

value of B varied over the range 0.5 to 1.5.211
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2.4 Depth-induced breaking in spectral models212

Spectral wave models are based on a decomposition of the sea surface elevation in a sum of linear components213

across relative angular frequencies σ and directions θ. These models solve a balance equation for the wave214

action density spectrum (N), which is related to the wave energy density spectrum (E) by N = E/σ (e.g. see215

Komen et al., 1994):216

∂N

∂t
+∇x · [(Cg + U)N ] +

∂(σ̇N)

∂σ
+
∂(θ̇N)

∂θ
= Stot (21)

The left-hand side of Eq. 21 contains the change of wave action in time, the advection in the geographical space217

at a velocity given by the intrinsic group speed vector Cg plus an advective current velocity vector U for each218

spectral component, which theoretically depends on the current profile (Andrews and McIntyre, 1978) and on219

the amplitude of all waves components (Willebrand, 1975). In practice, these latter effects are often neglected,220

such that within numerical models, U is generally taken as the surface current velocity vector or, for coastal221

applications, the depth-averaged current (Cavaleri et al., 2007). In WWM-III, U is approximated to be the222

surface current velocity vector (Roland et al., 2012). The last two terms correspond to the advection in spectral223

space where σ̇ and θ̇ are the propagation velocities in frequencies and directions respectively.224

The evolution of the action spectrum due to a variety of physical phenomena is represented through source225

terms summed in the right-hand side of Eq. 21. In deep water, wind-driven wave growth (Sin), dissipation226

by whitecapping (Sds) and non-linear quadruplet interactions (Snl4) are the dominant processes transforming227

the wave field. In shallow water, three additional processes are considered namely the bottom friction (Sbf ),228

non-linear interactions between triads (Snl3) and depth-induced breaking (Sbr).229

The main approach to compute the depth-induced breaking source term follows the work of Eldeberky and230

Battjes (1996) in which the local mean rate of energy dissipation is distributed over frequencies and directions231

in proportion to the spectral action density:232

Sbr =
Dbr

Etot
N where Etot = ρg

∫
σ

∫
θ

Edσ′dθ′ (22)

Consequently, the aforementioned formulations of the local mean rate of energy dissipation per unit area could233

be introduced into spectral models. It is worth noting that for the BJ78 and B98 original models, the parame-234

terizations of the breaking index based on offshore wave parameters (Eq. 11, see also Apotsos et al., 2008, who235

proposed a parameterization with the offshore significant wave height) are not convenient for spectral models236

applied at regional scale. This contrasts with one-dimensional, smaller-scale models, based on the cross-shore237

balance of the wave energy flux and which obtained satisfactory results with such parameterizations. Following238

the approach of the SWAN group (Booij et al., 1999), a constant value of γ = 0.73 consistent with the results239

of Battjes and Stive (1985) is usually used to compute Hm by means of Eq. 8.240

3 Methods241

The present study is supported with field measurements from two study areas: the Oléron Island, France, and242

Duck, North Carolina. This section presents the two study cases, underlying their contrasting features. The243

model implementation and the result assessment methodology are subsequently described.244

3.1 Study cases245

3.1.1 Oléron 2010 (O10)246

The first study area is located along the South-West coast of the Oléron Island in the central part of the French247

Atlantic coast (see Fig. 1a). This area is characterized by a very gently sloping shoreface where the bottom248

slope is of the order of 1:1000 and a non-barred dissipative beach where bottom slope approximatly reaches 1:100249

(Fig. 1c). Tides are semi-diurnal and range from 1.5 m during neap tides to 5.5 m during spring tides, which250
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corresponds to a macrotidal regime. Dodet et al. (2019) recently analysed wave regimes along the 30 m isobath251

of the French metropolitan coast. In this area, the yearly mean wave conditions reported are characterized by252

a significant wave height of 1.6 m, a mean wave period of 5.9 s and a direction of 285◦ from the true North.253

This case study is supported by observations from a field campaign carried out by the French Hydrographic254

and Oceanographic Office in February 2010. During the studied period, offshore waves were characterized by255

a significant wave height reaching 9.5 m at Biscay Buoy location which corresponds to a yearly return period256

(Nicolae-Lerma et al., 2015) while the local wave growth in the nearshore area is negligible due to weak local257

wind. The dataset includes data from a Datawell buoy (DW) and two pressure sensors (VEC and P3) mounted258

on a structure dropped on the seabed (see Fig. 1b - 1c for their respective location). The DW wave bulk259

parameters at the peak of the storm are given in Table 1.260

Figure 1: (a) Location of the Oléron Island in the Bay of Biscay (black box), limit of the computational domain (red
dotted line) and position of the Biscay Buoy (red triangle; lon=5◦W, lat=45.23◦N). (b) Zoom on the study area with
the bathymetry reduced to the Mean Sea Level. Red triangles refer to the three sensors used: the DW (lon=−1.5833◦W,
lat=45.9667◦N) was deployed at 33 m depth, while P3 (lon=−1.3150◦W, lat=45.8500◦N) and VEC (lon=1.2833◦W,
lat=45.8500◦N) were deployed at 13 m and 9 m depth respectively. A cross-shore profile between the 0 m and 20 m
isobaths is symbolised with the black line. The profile is plotted in panel (c)

3.1.2 Duck 2016 (D16)261

The second study area is located on the shoreface surrounding the Field Research Facility (FRF) near Duck, NC262

(see Fig. 2a). The FRF is maintained by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and has focused for many decades the263

effort of the coastal researcher’s community through major field campaigns. In particular, as topographic surveys264

are being performed regularly and nearshore current, wave and water level data are continuously collected and265

available to the community, this site often serves as a benchmark for numerical models. Around the FRF, the266

bottom topography is quite alongshore-uniform (Fig. 2b) and is characterized by a steep foreshore, generally267

flanked by a flat terrace/sandbar system (O(100 m) in length, e.g. see Gallagher et al., 1998), beyond which the268

slope is gentle and decreases monotonically from 1:200 to 1:1000 (Fig. 2c). As large morphological changes of269

the sandbar take place under storm waves while we used a fixed bathymetry in this study, only the observations270

available seaward of the bar are presently considered (i.e. minimum water depth of 3 m).271
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The D16 case study focuses on high energetic sea states associated with Hurricane Matthew over the period272

from October the 3rd to the 11th and is supported with data from the FRF database. The dataset includes273

measurements from a Waverider buoy (WR) in intermediate depth in addition of two other sensors: a pressure274

sensors array deployed in 8 m depth (AS) and a current profiler deployed in 3.5 m depth (ADOP, Fig. 2b and275

2c). The WR wave bulk parameters at the peak of the storm are given in Table 1. In particular, it is stressed276

that significant wave height reaching approximately 5 m typically occured one or two times per year over the277

last decade. Furthermore, spectra timeseries (not shown) show a slight contribution of locally generated waves278

superimposed to the incomming swell during the studied period.279

Figure 2: Same as Figure 1 for D16 study case. The geographical coordinates of each sensor are: WR - lon=75.71533◦W,
lat=36.2002◦N; AS - lon=75.7429◦W, lat=36.1872◦N; ADOP - lon=75.7498◦W, lat=36.1865◦N.

Study Case O10 D16

Hm0 6.7 m 4.8 m

Tpc 16 s 11 s

Tm02 12 s 8 s

Peak Direction 273◦ 110◦

Directional Peak Spreading 15◦ 30◦

Table 1: Wave bulk parameters at the peak of the storm at the most seaward sensor of each study case (respectively,
the DW and WR buoys).

3.1.3 Computation of bulk parameters280

For study case O10, sub-surface pressure timeseries from the two pressure sensors were split into 20 minute-long281

bursts. Pressure measurements were corrected for sea-level atmospheric pressure and detrended. Then, the282

free surface elevation signal was reconstructed using the Transfer Function Method based on linear wave theory283

(TFM, e.g. see Bishop and Donelan, 1987). This method requires an upper cutoff frequency for not correcting284

and amplifying noise in the pressure data at high frequencies, a problem which increases exponentially with285
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depth. The cutoff frequency was set to 0.2 Hz for P3 and VEC sensors, which roughly corresponds to an286

amplification factor up to 50, a value well below the threshold of 100 recommended by Smith (2002). Finally,287

the sea surface elevation density spectra E(f) were computed by means of a Fast Fourier Transform on 10288

Hanning-windowed segments with a 50% overlapping. Elevation spectra were directly obtained from the DW289

data. Similarly, for study case D16, elevation spectra are directly available for each sensor through the FRF290

database.291

Wave bulk parameters are computed using the pth moments of each spectra defined as:292

mp =

∫ fmax

fmin

fpE(f)df (23)

For study case O10, the fmax value was chosen in agreement with the upper cutoff frequency used to reconstruct293

the free surface elevation for the two pressure sensors and it was also set to 0.2 Hz for DW spectra. This294

conservative cut-off frequency for the DW spectra was constrained by a seemingly unphysical signal at higher295

frequencies. It was set to 0.3 Hz for every sensors of the D16 study case. Following Roelvink and Stive (1989)296

or Hamm and Peronnard (1997), an adaptive fmin value was defined as half of the continuous peak frequency297

(fpc) computed at the offshore sensor (DW and WR for study cases O10 and D16, respectively) as:298

fpc =
m2

0

m−2m1
(24)

Finally, the significant wave height and the mean wave period were respectively computed as:299

Hm0 = 4
√
m0 (25)

Tm0,2 =

√
m0

m2
(26)

3.2 Modelling system300

The third-generation Wind Wave Model (WWM, Roland et al., 2012) is used within the SCHISM framework301

(Zhang et al., 2016) to simulate the generation, propagation and transformation of short waves in the nearshore.302

The full coupling between the 2DH circulation model and the wave model is made at the source code level. The303

same unstructured mesh and domain decomposition are shared by both models.304

For both study cases, the atmospheric forcing consisted of Mean Sea Level pressure and wind speed at 10 m.305

For the case D16, hourly data originating from the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR, Saha et al.,306

2011) were interpolated on a 0.2◦ regular grid. For the case O10, the three-hourly data from the Integrated307

Forecasting System of the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecast were used (Owens and Hewson,308

2018). These are extracted from a 0.125◦ regular grid.309

At the offshore domain boundaries, WWM was forced with timeseries of energy spectra obtained from a310

North Atlantic application of the spectral wave model WaveWatch III (WW3, Tolman, 1991). For the case311

O10, the tidal forcing was computed by considering the 16 main tidal constituents linearly interpolated from312

the regional tidal model of Bertin et al. (2012). For the case D16, water levels were forced with the measurements313

from the AS sensor in order to account for the surge that developed at the scale of the whole continental shelf,314

which is not entirely represented in the computational grid. Thus, atmospheric forcing was switched off for the315

circulation model. For both WWM and WWIII models, the wind input and dissipation by whitecapping were316

formulated according to the parameterization of Ardhuin et al. (2010). Non-linear quadruplet interactions were317

taken into account following the approach of Hasselmann and Hasselmann (1985). In WWM, the non-linear318

triad interactions were parameterized following Eldeberky’s approach (Eldeberky, 1997) and the JONSWAP319

parameterization for the bottom friction was used with a coefficient Γ = 0.038 m2.s−3 (Hasselmann et al.,320

1973). Depth-induced breaking source term was computed following the approach of Eldeberky and Battjes321

(1996), as described in Section 2.4. Finally, the (θ, σ) space was discretized in 36 directions and 24 frequencies322

ranging from 0.02 to 0.4 Hz.323
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3.3 Results assessment324

Model results are compared to observations by means of bulk parameters computed with moments integrated325

over the same frequency range as the data. The results on the significant wave height Hm0 are the most326

relevant to assess depth-induced breaking model performances whereas the results on Tpc and Tm02 bring327

insight, respectively, on the energy peak and the higher frequency components of the energy spectrum, which328

are expected to be affected by non-linear triad interactions. Furthermore, as depth-induced breaking models rely329

on a representative frequency of the energy spectrum (either fp or fmean), the model performances regarding330

the period should also be assessed. The overall model error is quantified with the Normalized Root Mean Square331

Error (NRMSE):332

NRMSE(X) =

√√√√∑N
i=1(X̂i −Xi)2∑N

i=1X
2
i

× 100 (27)

where X and X̂ respectively correspond to the vectors of measured and modelled bulk parameters of sample333

size N . In order to assess model performances for storm waves, the Normalized Bias (NB) and the NRMSE on334

Hm0 are also computed on the 25% highest values. Assuming X and X̂ stand for measured Hm0 values sorted335

in ascending order and the corresponding model results, respectively. These indicators are given by:336 
NB3Q(X) =

∑N
i=3N/4(X̂i−Xi)∑N

i=3N/4Xi
× 100

NRMSE3Q(X) =

√∑N
i=3N/4(X̂i−Xi)2∑N

i=3N/4X
2
i

× 100
(28)

The resulting values presented in the following section are gathered in Tables 3 and 4.337

4 Results338

4.1 Wave forcing assessment339

In nearshore application with barely no local wave growth due to weak local winds as during the two study cases340

considered here, wave transformation processes are mostly dissipative as the dominant source terms induce the341

dissipation of wave energy. Therefore it is essential to assess the wave forcing originating from WW3 application342

as it accounts for most of the energy income. For the case O10, WW3 results are assessed with offshore Biscay343

Buoy measurements (see Fig. 1a for its location). For the case D16, data from the Waverider buoy located344

inside the computational domain, in intermediate depth (17 m water depth), are used. There is an overall good345

agreement for each parameter as shown in Fig. 3. However, for the case D16, a strong underestimation of Hm0,346

Tm02 and Tpc is noticeable after the peak of the storm around October the 10th. The underestimation of Hm0347

reaches 0.9 m (25%) locally. As storm waves for the case D16 were produced by tropical hurricane Matthew,348

which passed only a few hundred kilometres from the study site, a small error on the storm track in the CFSR349

reanalysis could easily explain these larger errors but addressing this problem is outside the scope of the present350

study.351
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Figure 3: WW3/observations comparisons at the Biscay Buoy and at the Waverider buoy. There are no available
measurements of the peak period (discrete or continuous) at Biscay Buoy.

4.2 Predictive skills of depth-induced breaking with default parameterizations352

The four depth-induced breaking models presented above (namely BJ78, TG83, B98 and W10) were first tested353

on both study cases using their default parameterizations. The values assigned to the different parameters354

of depth-induced breaking formulations are recalled in Table 2. The results presented hereafter with TG83355

formulation were obtained with the first weight function (i = 0 in Eq. 14) but the model showed similar356

behaviour using one or the other expression. It should be stressed that, as an initial approach, B is taken equal357

to unity in both TG83 and W10 models considering the lack of consensus for its optimal value (cf Sections 2.2.2358

and 2.3.2).359

BJ78 α = 1; γ = 0.73

TG83 B = 1; γTG = 0.42; i = 0; n0 = 4

B98 α = 1; γ = 0.73

W10 B = 1; βi,ref = −4π/9; n = 2.5; δ = 0.2

Table 2: Depth-induced breaking formulations default parameters

4.2.1 Study case O10360

Firstly, water levels are well reproduced by the model with a NRMSE on surface elevation around 15% at VEC361

and P3 locations (see Fig. 4j-k). The results on wave parameters strongly vary depending on the depth-induced362

breaking formulation used. With TG83 and W10 formulations, the results show a severe underestimation of363

wave energy at the peak of the storm which worsens closer to shore (Fig. 4b and 4c). The resulting NB3Q364

on Hm0 reaches respectively −33% and −36% at VEC location. Using the BJ78 formulation reduces the365

underestimation of Hm0 across the instrumented profile during the storm peak, but it is still observable and366

NB3Q reaches −12% at VEC location. The B98 formulation slightly improves the results obtained with BJ78367
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at each location. The underestimation of wave energy at the peak of the storm undermines the overall NRMSE368

on Hm0 as shown in Tables 3 and 4. The results on wave periods are rather homogeneous, the NRMSE on Tm02369

varies between 10% and 16% depending on the location and the formulation used, whereas the NRMSE on Tpc370

approximately reaches 20% for each formulation.371
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Figure 4: Measured and simulated Hm0, Tm02, Tpc and water depth (h) at the three measurement stations of the test
case O10. For water depth timeseries, only one model output is being presented as similar results are obtained with the
four models.

4.2.2 Study case D16372

For the case D16, water levels are also fairly well reproduced (Fig. 5j-k), even though the uncertainty on373

the nominal bottom vertical location of the sensors undermines the NRMSE on surface elevation (16% at the374

ADOP location). For the four depth-induced breaking formulations tested here, the model results show a375

similar over-dissipation of energy at the storm peak as found in the O10 case (see Fig. 5a-c). When reaching376

the WR location, a considerable fraction of the incident wave energy has already been dissipated with the TG83377

formulation at the storm peak in intermediate depth (Fig. 5a). The resulting NB3Q on Hm0 reaches −20%. At378

AS location, the results show an underestimation of Hm0 at the peak of the storm for every models (Fig. 5b379

and Table 4). In shallower water, at the ADOP location, every formulations underestimate Hm0 even before380

the storm peak (Fig. 5c): the NRMSE reaches 24%, 38%, 22% and 46% using BJ78, TG83, B98 and W10381

formulations respectively. The over-dissipation of incident wave energy at the peak of the storm coincides with382

a slight overestimation of the mean wave period. The NRMSE on Tm02 reaches 10% at the ADOP location with383

the W10 formulation.384
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Figure 5: Measured and simulated Hm0, Tm02, Tpc and water depth (h) at the three measurement stations of the test
case D16. For water depth timeseries, only one model output is being presented as similar results are obtained with the
four models.

4.2.3 Adaptive parameterizations for γ and γTG385

Several studies have pointed out the limitations of using a default parameterization in the BJ78 formulation. For386

instance, Groeneweg et al. (2009) reported an underestimation of the significant wave height and of the mean387

period in storm conditions in finite depth conditions. Further, for the TG83 formulation, it was stressed that388

the ratio Hrms/h in inner surf zones could vary with the beach morphology and with incident wave conditions389

(Sallenger Jr and Holman, 1985; Raubenheimer et al., 1996; Sénéchal et al., 2001). To address these limitations,390

several alternative parameterizations of the breaking index γ and γTG have been proposed to improve depth-391

induced breaking modelling with varying success (e.g., see Salmon et al., 2015, for a review).392

Here, the model sensitivity to the breaking index γ for BJ78 and B98 models or γTG for TG83 model was393

investigated using the most landward sensor at both field sites. The parameter γ (respectively γTG) was tuned394

in order to match the Hm0 observed at ADOP and VEC location (Fig. 6). These values considerably deviate395

from reference values (e.g. up to a factor 2 for γTG) and their expected range of variation (see for instance396

Salmon et al., 2015, and their Fig. 1). It is worth noting that opting for very large constant values to match the397

Hm0 observed in the outer surf zone is not a reasonable solution as it will result in excessive wave height in the398

inner surf zone. For instance, Bertin et al. (2009) showed that the adequate breaking index in the inner surf zone399

at Oléron was 0.55 using BJ78 formulation. This tends to show the limitation of keeping γ (respectively γTG)400

constant. Furthermore, the results of this sensitivity test suggest that the local energy dissipation rate is not401

solely controlled by the parameterization of γ (respectively γTG), indirectly highlighting the role of the breaking402

coefficient, which is usually kept spatially constant around unity. Guérin et al. (2018) already introduced a403

scaled adaptive parameterization of the TG83 formulation for both γTG and B. These two parameters were404

computed as a linear function of the bottom slope adjusted to give the best fit of wave heights when comparing405

with measurements from a field campaign carried out in February 2017 in the shoreface of Oléron Island.406
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Figure 6: Measured and simulated Hm0 at VEC (test case O10) and ADOP (test case D16) locations. Model results
are issued from a tuned parameterization of the breaking index and γTG depending on the formulation used.

4.3 Role of the breaking coefficient407

Despite the differences between BJ78/B98 models and TG83/W10 models, the rate at which energy is dissipated408

is formulated with the same bore-based approach, and is parameterized with the breaking coefficient. Conse-409

quently, the model performances using the adaptive parameterization of the breaking coefficient introduced in410

Eq. 6 are assessed. It should be stressed that the introduction of the adaptive breaking coefficient in BJ78411

and B98 formulations would require a newly calibrated breaking index γ whereas, for TG83 and W10 models,412

the formulation of Qb and its subsequent parameterization is based on observations collected in the surf zone413

or from laboratory experiments. Consequently, the model performances using either TG83/W10 or BJ78/B98414

formulations with the adaptive parameterization of the breaking coefficient will be presented separately.415

4.3.1 An adaptive breaking coefficient for TG83 and W10 formulations416

For both study cases, the model was run again using TG83 and W10 formulations with B3 substituted by B′417

whereas the other parameters were unchanged (see Table 2).418

For the case O10, the adaptive parameterization of the breaking coefficient removes the observed under-419

estimations obtained with TG83 and W10 formulations (Fig. 7a-c and Table 4). At the VEC location, the420

NRMSE is reduced to 12% and 15% with both formulations respectively. Yet, with the W10 formulation, an421

overestimation of Hm0 is observed, with NB3Q reaching 5%. The results on wave periods for both formulations422

are identical and remain very close to those obtained with the default parameterizations, hence these are not423

reproduced here (see Table 3). For the case D16, the adaptive parameterization leads to an overall reduction424

of the negative bias on Hm0 and of the positive bias on Tm02 such that the resulting timeseries approximately425

overlap at the WR and AS locations (only shown for Hm0, see Fig. 7d-e). The NRMSE on Hm0 and Tm02426

are reduced at each location as shown in Table 3. However, the negative bias on Hm0 at the ADOP location427

remains high using TG83 and W10 formulations, yielding a NRMSE on Hm0 of 29% and 32% respectively.428
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Figure 7: Measured and simulated Hm0 for the two study cases using TG83 and W10 formulations with the adaptive
parameterization of the breaking coefficient. The thin light curves correspond to the results obtained with the default
parameterizations.

4.3.2 Toward a new parameterization of BJ78 and B98 formulations429

For the BJ78 and B98 formulations, the introduction of the adaptive breaking coefficient leads the same for-430

mulations for the total energy dissipation rates (Eq. 10 and 16) with α substituted by B′. Furthermore, if the431

topography of the two study areas is rather similar, the study case O10 is characterized by higher peak periods432

(see Fig. 4g-i and 5g-i). Therefore the contrasted results between the two study cases could presumably be433

related to the different incident wave conditions. In order to investigate this hypothesis, the dependency of434

the breaking index to the local non dimensional water depth kph was investigated following the approach of435

Ruessink et al. (2003). When the breaking coefficient is taken constant, the results are not improved with the436

parameterization of Ruessink et al. (2003) for the breaking index γ (not shown). Yet, the kph dependency of γ437

is still expected to be valid with or without the adaptive breaking coefficient, such that this parameterization438

could also be tested with the adaptive breaking coefficient. Note, however, that the calibration performed by439

Ruessink et al. (2003) did not employ the present adaptive breaking coefficient so that different coefficients as440

those originally found by these authors might be expected. Nevertheless, finding an alternative calibration of441

the breaking index as defined in Eq. 17 falls outside the scope of the present study, therefore, the model was442

here run again with BJ78 and B98 formulations by taking into account the adaptive breaking coefficient and γ443

as obtained by Ruessink et al. (2003) and given in Eq. 17.444

For the case O10, the new parameterization gives satisfactory results with the BJ78 formulation. The445

negative bias on Hm0 at the storm peak resulting from the use of the default parameterization is corrected.446

However, the dissipation is underestimated with the B98 formulation, which results in an over-estimation of447

Hm0 at VEC location (Fig. 8a-c and see Table 4). For the case D16, this parameterization reduces the negative448

bias on Hm0 during the storm peak at AS location for both formulations (see Table 4). However, the bias on449

Hm0 is still high at ADOP location (Fig. 8f) leading to a NRMSE which reaches 26% and 21% respectively.450
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Figure 8: Measured and simulated Hm0 for the two study cases using BJ78 and B98 formulations with the adaptive
parameterization of the breaking coefficient. The thin light curves correspond to the results obtained with the default
parameterizations.
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TG83 W10 BJ78 B98

O10

DW

Hm0 11 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Tm02 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16

Tpc 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

P3

Hm0 25 12 20 11 12 11 12 12

Tm02 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13

Tpc 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17

VEC

Hm0 28 12 32 15 14 11 12 13

Tm02 11 12 10 12 12 12 12 12

Tpc 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17

D16

WR

Hm0 18 15 15 15 15 15 15 15

Tm02 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

Tpc 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

AS

Hm0 25 18 19 17 18 17 17 17

Tm02 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

Tpc 7 8 7 8 7 8 7 8

ADOP

Hm0 38 29 46 32 24 26 22 21

Tm02 8 6 10 6 5 5 5 5

Tpc 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9

Table 3: NRMSE (in %) at each location for the two study cases. For each formulation, the errors given in the first
column were obtained with the default parameterizations whereas those given in the second column were obtained with
the new parameterization. The bold values indicate whether better results are obtained with the new parameterization.
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TG83 W10 BJ78 B98

O10

DW

NB3Q -5 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

NRMSE3Q 9 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

P3

NB3Q -26 -6 -18 -2 -7 -3 -5 -2

NRMSE3Q 28 10 21 9 11 10 10 10

VEC

NB3Q -33 -2 -36 5 -12 -2 -9 4

NRMSE3Q 33 10 37 15 14 9 11 13

D16

WR

NB3Q -20 -12 -12 -12 -12 -12 -12 -12

NRMSE3Q 22 16 16 16 16 16 16 16

AS

NB3Q -29 -16 -17 -13 -15 -12 -14 -12

NRMSE3Q 31 18 20 16 18 16 17 16

ADOP

NB3Q -41 -31 -50 -35 -27 -29 -24 -23

NRMSE3Q 42 31 51 35 27 29 24 24

Table 4: NB3Q(Hm0) and NRMSE3Q(Hm0) (in %) at each location. For each formulation, the values given in the first
column were obtained with the default parameterizations whereas those given in the second column were obtained with
the new parameterization. The bold values indicate whether better results are obtained with the new parameterization.

5 Discussion451

5.1 The origin of the over-dissipation obtained with default parameterizations452

The results show an almost systematic over-dissipation of wave energy when using the default parameterizations453

of the four formulations for depth-induced breaking source terms. For both study cases, the relative importance454

of the energy dissipation rates due to wave breaking over all source terms was computed in order to get insight455

into the spatial variations and the local dominance of breaking processes. Variation rates corresponding to456

the source terms associated with the energy input from the wind (Din) and the energy dissipation due to457

whitecapping (Dds), bottom friction (Dbf ) and depth-induced breaking (Dbr) were extracted along a cross-458

shore profile (see Fig. 1b-c and 2b-c). The relative contribution of depth-induced breaking Rbr was computed459

by normalising the associated dissipation rate by the quadratic sum of each source term:460

Rbr =
|Dbr|√∑

D2
j

with Dj =

∫ σmax

σmin

∫ 2π

0

σSj(σ, θ)dσdθ (29)

where the subscript j represents either of the ’in’, ’ds’, ’bf ’ or ’br’ subscripts.461

For the study case O10, wave breaking-induced energy dissipation modelled with the TG83 or W10 formula-462

tions is already substantial in intermediate depths (20 m and kph ∼ 0.6), and it clearly dominates over any other463

dissipative processes (left panels of Fig. 9). Similar behaviour is observed for the BJ78 and B98 formulations464

closer to shore, slightly around P3 for the time displayed here (left panels of Fig. 9). At P3 location, a relatively465

strong divergence in terms of magnitude can be observed between the different formulations, with a maximum466

value of 75 W/m2 reached with the W10 formulation while the TG83 formulation predicts a dissipation approx-467

imately three times weaker. For the case D16, the wave breaking-induced energy dissipation predicted by the468

TG83 formulation considerably differs from the other configurations. It shows a weak dissipation by depth-469

induced breaking all along the profile, even in intermediate depths (kph ∼ O(1)) which seemingly explains the470
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bias on Hm0 at WR location (Fig. 5). In contrast, the other formulations produce a sharp transition regarding471

depth-induced breaking dominance (right panels of Fig. 9). Overall, it appears that TG83 model (and to a472

lesser extent W10 model) induces a substantial over-dissipation of wave energy for a wide range of kph value,473

starting at intermediate depths where wave breaking due to interactions with the bottom is not expected. For474

the two other models, the results for study case O10 tend to show that the over-dissipation becomes substantial475

for kph value of the order of 0.5, such conditions occur between AS and ADOP locations for study case D16.476
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Figure 9: Energy dissipation rate profiles extracted during the storm peak associated to each study case (a and b) and
associated normalised profiles (c and d). Depth, non-dimensional depth, and relative positions of measurement stations
are given for reference (e and f).

The pragmatic solution proposed in this paper focuses on the role of the breaking coefficient in the formula-477

tion of the energy dissipation rate. The default parameterization of each formulation only considers saturated478

breakers whereas the adaptive breaking coefficient in these very gently-sloping shoreface area is O(0.1) which479

means that breakers are not saturated. Although the fraction of breaking waves is rather small and conse-480

quently the dissipation rates remain weak (see Fig. 9a-b), once integrated up to the inner surf zone, it results481

in a substantial dissipation of wave energy. Therefore, the difference of the energy dissipated by a saturated482

breaker and a non-saturated breaker explains the increasing over-dissipation of wave energy which results in an483

underestimation of significant wave heights in the nearshore area (Fig. 4a-c and 5a-c).484

5.2 Remaining challenges485

The accuracy of the total wave energy dissipation rate estimates strongly depends on the fraction of breaking486

waves Qb, which remains a poorly understood quantity due to complications associated with its measurements487

and its natural variability (e.g., see Thornton and Guza, 1983; Stringari and Power, 2019; Martins et al., 2020).488

On the one hand, for TG83 and W10 models, the formulation of Qb and its subsequent parameterization489

rely on the fit of the observed fraction of breaking waves (using for instance video recording, e.g. Boers, 1996)490

to a local ratio constrained by the breaking process: either the Hrms/γTGh ratio for TG83 formulation or the491

β/βref ratio for W10 formulation. For these two models the parameterization of Qb depends both on the fitting492

coefficient (n) and on the aforementionned ratio (either through γTG or the value of βref ). The parameterizations493

of Qb could be improved by taking into account a wider range of wave conditions and topographies. For instance,494
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the reference biphase and the value of n in the weight function used for W10 model (Eq. 18) were fitted to495

data from only three cases from a laboratory experiment (see van der Westhuysen, 2010 and Boers, 1996).496

Furthermore, the model is particularly sensitive to the parameterization of the biphase: higher value for the497

parameter δ could be expected according to the alternative parameterization given by Doering and Bowen (1995).498

The model was tested with δ = 0.4 to assess this sensibility in the present case. The corresponding results are499

shown Fig. 10 for the two study cases. Using δ = 0.4 considerably improves the results for the D16 case,500

whereas, for the case O10, the beginning of the breaking is incorrectly predicted leading to an overestimation501

of significant wave heights. Although the biphase, being a third-order parameter, has potential for designing a502

robust breaking criterion standing on physical ground, more observations are probably required to improve its503

parameterization, especially through δ.504

On the other hand, the BJ78 and B98 models rely on the same Miche type breaking criterion stating that505

a wave is breaking when its height exceeds some fraction of the local water depth given by the breaking index506

γ. For both models, the breaking index is the only parameter controling Qb. It is rather questionable to507

ascertain a parameterization of such maximal wave height on the basis of observations outside a saturated surf508

zone. Consequently, the parameterization of the breaking index typically results from calibrations or inverse509

modelling approach (Ruessink et al., 2003). The counterpart is that the parameterization of the breaking index510

depends on the formulation used for the energy dissipation rate. An explanation of the overall satisfactory511

results using the default parameterizations of these two formulations would be that too high breaking index512

partly compensates the excessive saturated dissipation rate. Furthermore, it was shown that opting for a513

constant breaking index around its default value (or higher) could not give satisfactory results up to the inner514

surf zone where lower values are required (Bertin et al., 2009). Yet, the adaptive parameterization of the breaking515

coefficient introduced in this paper is more robust physically and should be explicitly taken into account in BJ78516

and B98 formulations which, consequently, would require an adapted calibration of the breaking index.517
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Figure 10: Measured and simulated Hm0 for the two study cases using W10 formulation with a modified parameteri-
zation of the biphase. The thin light curves correspond to the results obtained with the default parameterization

It is worth noting that the pragmatic solution proposed in this study also faces the inherent limitations518
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of bore-based models. For instance, a number of field and laboratory observations have demonstrated that519

breaking processes have a certain inertia and keep being active as waves propagate in increasing water depths520

(e.g. behind bars or reefs, see Scott et al., 2005). The new parameterization of the breaking coefficient, as521

any other existing parameterization, does not account for such inertia processes. Surface roller models help522

representing these processes by slightly advecting the location where energy is actually dissipated towards the523

shoreline (e.g. Svendsen, 1984). For instance, the representation of surface rollers improve the predictions of524

longshore currents and their cross-shore structure in the presence of sandbars in the nearshore (Smith et al., 1993;525

Reniers and Battjes, 1997). Concerning the parameterization proposed in this study, it is best to maintain B′526

at a fixed level (e.g. ∼ 0.1) over negative slopes. As both study cases do not present such topographic features,527

this solution could not be properly tested. In particular, this fixed value might show some site-specificity, and528

presumably needs adjustments.529

5.3 Implications of this study530

The accurate modelling of storm waves has a direct impact on the computation of the wave setup, which531

corresponds to the rise in mean water levels along the coast due to the forces exerted by short waves as they532

break. The setup is a key component of extreme water levels and thus play an important role in coastal hazards533

(e.g. Guérin et al., 2018). Considering an alongshore-uniform beach and neglecting the bottom stress, the depth-534

integrated momentum equation along a cross-shore transect simplifies to a balance between the cross-shore535

component of wave forces and the barotropic pressure gradient associated with the setup (e.g. Longuet-Higgins536

and Stewart, 1964):537

∂Sxx
∂x

+ ρg(η̄ + h)
∂η̄

∂x
= 0 (30)

where η̄ corresponds to the sea surface elevation and Sxx is the cross-shore component of the radiation stress538

tensor, which, to first order, is a direct function of the total wave energy density. Salmon and Holthuijsen (2015)539

showed that inadequate depth-induced breaking parameterization could lead to a local underestimation of wave540

forces by up to a factor of 2. This study further suggests that an early wave energy dissipation in intermediate541

depth should result in weaker wave forces yielding an underestimation of wave setup near the shoreline. In542

order to verify this hypothesis, we compare hereafter the wave setup computed at the coast using an adaptive543

parameterization of the breaking coefficient to that obtained with the default parameterization. To account for544

various offshore wave conditions and topographies, Eq. 30 was coupled with a 1D cross-shore bulk wave model545

for a range of offshore wave conditions (Hrms,o ranging from 2 to 12 m) and bottom slopes (tanβ ranging from546

1:10000 to 1:100). A corresponding peak period was computed from Hrms,o by considering an empirical shape547

for the energy spectrum proposed by Pierson Jr and Moskowitz (1964). The resulting peak periods vary from 6548

to 14.6 s. The wave energy dissipation by depth induced-breaking was modelled after BJ78 in which the maximal549

wave height is estimated through Eq. 8 with γ = 0.73. This parameterization is intended to be representative of550

the usual implementation of depth-induced breaking within spectral models for regional applications. The wave551

setup computed at the coast is systematically higher with the depth-induced breaking parameterized with the552

adaptive breaking coefficient (Fig. 11). The model clearly shows a reduced energy dissipation by depth-induced553

breaking for higher waves above gentle slopes when using the adaptive breaking coefficient such that the setup is554

uniform for given offshore wave conditions. Note that wave dissipation by bottom friction was neglected to focus555

on depth-induced breaking but could slightly change numbers presented in this discussion, particularly for the556

mildest slopes considered here. Nevertheless, this result tends to show that wave setup would be substantially557

underestimated when using depth-induced breaking default parameterization. The increase of the wave setup558

exceeds 100% for a wide range of offshore conditions above the most gentle slopes such that it could result in559

a setup up to 0.5 m higher (Fig. 11b-c). Over the last decade, the increase in computational power allowed560

accounting for the contribution of wave breaking to storm surges at regional scale (e.g., see Dietrich et al., 2011;561

Bertin et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2018). Yet, these studies presented wave setup contributions always lower than562

1 m, even when considering wave height reaching Hrms ∼ 12 m. As these studies typically employed the BJ78563
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model with default parameters, it is expected that these values are underestimated. It should be pointed out that564

previously published studies relying on 1D models (Raubenheimer et al., 1996; Apotsos et al., 2007) reported565

severe underestimations of wave setup along the coast. Guérin et al. (2018) proposed that this behaviour could566

be due to the wave-driven, depth varying circulation, not accounted for in depth-averaged approach of Eq 30.567

This numerical experiment tends to show that inadequate parameterization of depth-induced breaking could568

also result in a systematic underestimation of the wave setup under storm waves.569
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Figure 11: Wave setup computed at the position corresponding to the isobath 0 m for various wave incident conditions
and bottom slopes with 1D model in which depth-induced breaking is modelled with BJ78 formulation by using the
default parameterization (a) or the adaptive one (b). The difference normalized by the default results is presented in
the panel (c).

6 Conclusions570

In this study, the third generation spectral model WWM fully coupled with a 2DH configuration of the circula-571

tion model SCHISM was used to simulate nearshore dynamics under storm waves at two contrasting sites. The572

results show a substantial over-dissipation of wave energy by depth-induced breaking using four state-of-the-art573

formulations of the corresponding source terms. These results highlight the limitations of the default parame-574

terization of the depth-induced breaking formulations. Alternatively, on the basis of earlier work by Le Mehauté575

(1962), an adaptive parameterization of the breaking coefficient is introduced and leads to improved predictions576

in the nearshore area. Yet, this solution will have to be verified in future studies, especially over topographies577

presenting negative slopes (e.g. barred beach), and combined with further calibration of the fraction of breaking578

waves in order to be valid up to the shoreline. Among the possible implications of this study, it is shown that579

the wave setup computed at the coast is significantly larger when using the adaptive parameterization for wave580

dissipation by breaking compared to that obtained with the default one.581
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A Adaptive breaking coefficient590

Considering a one-dimensional situation where waves propagate over decreasing depth along the direction x,591

the energy flux balance entails that:592

d(Ec)

dx
=
dE

dt
(A.1)

where E is the wave energy, c is the wave propagation speed. In the framework of solitary wave theory, it is593

shown that (Munk, 1949):594

d(Ec)

dx
=

8

3
√

3
ρg
d(H3/2h3/2c)

dx
with c =

√
g(h+H) (A.2)

where h is the local water depth and H is the wave height. Furthermore, it is assumed that depth-induced595

breaking accounts for all of the energy dissipation. The energy dissipation rate per unit span is formulated596

according to Eq. 6 instead of Le Méhauté’s original formulation. Therefore, Eq. A.1 reads:597

8

3
√

3
ρg
d(H3/2h3/2c)

dx
= −B

′

4
ρgH3

√
g

h
(A.3)

For solitary waves, a depth-limiting wave height is given by the McCowan’s criterion Hmax = γ̃h with γ̃ = 0.78598

(Longuet-Higgins, 1974). Therefore, at the breaking point and inside the surf zone H is substituted with Hmax599

such that, after some developments, Eq. A.3 gives:600

dh

dx
= −B′ 2

7

3
√

3

32

γ̃3/2

(1 + γ̃)1/2
⇔ B′ ' 40 tanβ (A.4)
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